We investigate two-species bosons in a two-dimensional square lattice by quantum Monte Carlo method. We show that the inter-species attraction and nearest-neighbor intra-species repulsion results in the pair-supersolid phase, where a diagonal solid order coexists with an off-diagonal pair-superfluid order. The quantum and thermal transitions out of the pair-supersolid phase are characterized. It is found that there is a direct first order transition from the pair-supersolid phase to the double-superfluid phase without an intermediate region. Furthermore, the melting of the pairsupersolid occurs in two steps. Upon heating, first the pair-superfluid is destroyed via a KosterlitzThouless transition then the solid order melts via an Ising transition. Supersolid (SS) is an intriguing but counter-intuitive concept, for it is characterized by the co-existence of a diagonal long-range order (DLRO) of solid and an offdiagonal long-range order (ODLRO) of superfluid (SF). The possible existence of the SS phase has been studied experimentally and theoretical since the early 1970's [1] [2] [3] . In recent years, numerical simulations have established the existence of the SS phase in a number of interacting lattice boson models [4] . Recently, the concept of pair-supersolid (PSS) for two-species lattice bosons is proposed [5] . Here the pair-superfluid (PSF) replaces the SF to be the off-diagonal long-range order. In the PSF phase each species individually doesn't form the SF, instead the boson-boson composites form the PSF. It has been shown theoretically that PSF phase arises naturally in bosonic mixtures with inter-species attractions [6] [7] [8] . Some of the optimal candidates to realize the PSF phase include bosonic binary mixtures in optical lattices and dipolar particles in bilayer optical lattices. The later system is also an ideal candidate to realize the PSS phase because the dipole-dipole interaction can provide both an interlayer attraction and an intralayer nearest neighbor repulsion which give rise to the PSS phase [5] .
Supersolid (SS) is an intriguing but counter-intuitive concept, for it is characterized by the co-existence of a diagonal long-range order (DLRO) of solid and an offdiagonal long-range order (ODLRO) of superfluid (SF). The possible existence of the SS phase has been studied experimentally and theoretical since the early 1970's [1] [2] [3] . In recent years, numerical simulations have established the existence of the SS phase in a number of interacting lattice boson models [4] . Recently, the concept of pair-supersolid (PSS) for two-species lattice bosons is proposed [5] . Here the pair-superfluid (PSF) replaces the SF to be the off-diagonal long-range order. In the PSF phase each species individually doesn't form the SF, instead the boson-boson composites form the PSF. It has been shown theoretically that PSF phase arises naturally in bosonic mixtures with inter-species attractions [6] [7] [8] . Some of the optimal candidates to realize the PSF phase include bosonic binary mixtures in optical lattices and dipolar particles in bilayer optical lattices. The later system is also an ideal candidate to realize the PSS phase because the dipole-dipole interaction can provide both an interlayer attraction and an intralayer nearest neighbor repulsion which give rise to the PSS phase [5] .
In this work we consider the two-species Bose-Hubbard model in a two-dimensional (2D) square lattice, which is characterized by the Hamiltonian:
where σ = a, b indicates the two species respectively, U (W ) is the on-site intra-species (inter-species) interaction, and V > 0 is the intra-species nearest neighbor repulsion. It is known that without the intra-species repulsion V , the Hamiltonian gives rise to PSF phase for W < 0 [7, 9, 10] and super-counterfluid (SCF) phase for W > 0 [9] , in addition to the conventional Mott insulator and double-superfluid (2SF) phases. It has been proposed that the inclusion of intra-species repulsion V results in the checkerboard solid and PSS phases [5] . In Ref. [5] the existence of such a PSS phase is predicted by solving the time dependent Gutzwiller equations for the low-energy effective Hamiltonian of boson pairs. However, the stability analysis of the PSS phase against phase separation is beyond such a treatment. Furthermore, the nature of the associated quantum phase transitions remains unknown and the precise phase boundaries are not determined. It is thus imperative to study the phase diagram beyond Gutzwiller approximation and to investigate the nature of associated quantum phase transitions. Additionally, so far the theoretical investigations of the PSS phase have focused on it's existence and the stability at zero temperature. Since it is known that typically the thermal melting of a SS state contains two distinct transitions [11, 12] , a precise characterization of the thermal transition out of the PSS state is also called for.
In this work we perform large-scale quantum MonteCarlo (QMC) simulations to study the quantum and thermal phase transitions of the two-species BoseHubbard model characterized by Eq. (1). In particular, we employ a multi-worm algorithm which is similar to the method proposed in Ref. [13] . We shall briefly summarize our main results before we discuss them in detail: We obtain the ground state phase diagram in the µ, t plane as shown in Fig. 1 . Two checkerboard solid lobes with density n σ = 1/2 and n σ = 1 respectively are identified. Here n σ = i n σ i /L 2 is the average particle density of σ-species boson and L is the system size. We find that the PSS phase appears between these two lobes while the PSF phase appears between the n σ = 1/2 lobe and vacuum. We observe that all transitions into the 2SF phase are first-order in the parameter region we studied. These include the PSS-2SF, PSF-2SF, solid-2SF, and vacuum-2SF transitions. In contrast, the PSSsolid and PSF-vacuum transitions are continuous. But the PSF to n σ = 1/2 solid transition is first-order. Furthermore, we establish that the transition from PSS to 2SF is direct without an intermediate region.
We also obtain the finite temperature phase diagram on the t, T plane for a fixed µ = −0.435 as shown in Fig. 2 . We find that the melting of PSS phase contains two distinct transitions: Upon heating first the PSF is destroyed via a KT transition. When heated further the solid order melts via an Ising transition. Finally, the finite-temperature solid to 2SF transition is first order.
In the following we discuss our simulations and findings in more detail. In all calculations we set U = 1 as our energy unit. We note that the system can exhibit three kinds of ODLRO corresponding to three kinds of superfluid density. It is known that single species SF density ρ σ s can be estimated by ρ
, where W σ is the winding number for σ species boson and β is the inverse temperature [14] . The PSF (SCF) density can be identified via the sum (difference) of the winding number with the formula ρ
2 /(2βt), where
The PSF phase is identified by a finite PSF density (ρ which can be detected by measuring the structure factor
Due to the symmetry of the model one has S a ≈ S b and the index σ can be dropped for simplicity. The system is in the PSS phase if the structure factor is nonzero while the system also has perfectly correlated superfluidity (ρ PSF s = 0 and ρ SCF s = 0). When U + W, V ≪ U , a low-energy effective Hamiltonian of pairs can be derived using second order perturbation theory. Within the mean-field theory the paired order parameter can be determined by solving the selfconsistency equation [5] . When U + W < 4V the meanfiled analysis predicts that both the n σ = 1/2 and n σ = 1 insulating lobes have checkerboard order and PSS/PSF phases may exist outside the lobes. To firmly establish the existence of the PSS phase and to compare precisely with the results in Ref. [5] we set W = −0.95 and V = 0.025 throughout this work. As shown in Fig. 1 , we find that mean-field results substantially deviate from our QMC results and mean-filed solutions overestimate the region of solid phase by a large margin. The PSS/PSF regions identified by QMC are smaller than the results by time-dependent Gutzwiller equations and no PSS region is found below the n σ = 1/2 lobe. In addition for the first lobe we observe a very weak reentrant behavior, which is similar to what has been found in 1D, but such a reentrant behavior is absent for higher lobes [10] . Now focusing on the quantum transitions out of the for µ = −0.435U , β = 1000, and L = 24. The hysteresis effects were obtained by increasing (decreasing) t in small steps starting from a configuration inside the PSS (2SF) phase. The last configuration generated in the run at a particular t are used as the starting configuration for the next value of t. The critical hopping tc is extracted from the crossing of the energy branches. The QMC error bars are smaller than the symbols.
PSS phase. Similar to the continuous PSF-vacuum transition, we find that the PSS-solid transition is also continuous. The PSS-2SF transition, however, is strongly first order. Near the first order phase boundary the Markovian dynamics of the simulation suffers from the critical slowing down due to the large tunneling time between the competing phases. Interestingly, it is pointed out recently that such a large tunneling time can be used to locate the phase boundary accurately by determining the average energy of the two different phases in the proper manner [15] . We first determine the energy of the PSS phase by starting the simulation at a value of t inside the PSS phase and then increase t in small steps to go to the 2SF phase. During this procedure we always use the last configuration generated in the run at a particular t as the starting configuration for the next value of t. For large enough system the tunneling time is longer than the simulation time and the procedure ensures that the system stays in the metastable PSS state even when the phase boundary has been crossed. By starting from a value of t inside the 2SF phase and decrease t in the same fashion, the energy of the 2SF phase is obtained. The crossing point of the two energy branches then gives t c . In Fig. 3(a) we show the energy per site for µ = −0.435, β = 1000, and L = 24. The crossing point of two energy branches gives an estimation of t c ≃ 0.0477(2). In Fig. 3(b) , (c), (d) we also show the measurements of S/N , ρ PSF s
, and ρ SCF s respectively, where the hysteresis behavior is clearly observed.
We now turn to the finite temperature properties. For PSS phase, it is expected that the solid order can persist up to some finite temperature T c , beyond which the solid order melts due to thermal fluctuation. On the other hand, while in 2D one cannot break the continuous symmetry at finite temperature, quasi-long-range order can persist up to a Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) transition temperatures. Consequently the PSF density ρ PSF s remains finite up to the critical temperature T PSF KT and a persistence of the PSS state at finite temperature is expected. However, it is not straightforward to see whether the solid order and the PSF density disappear simultaneously, or which order will be destroyed earlier by thermal fluctuation. It is also not clear whether an intermediate SS or PSF region can appear at finite temperature. Furthermore, it is expected that for 2SF phase the superfluid density ρ σ s should also remain finite up to the critical temperature T σ KT , but it is not clear whether T σ KT will connect smoothly to T PSF KT as one varies the system parameters across the PSS-2SF phase boundary.
To accurately determine the KT transition temperature we utilize the KT renormalization group equations. It is known that for an infinite system there should be a universal jump at the transition temperature. For finitesize system, however, the transition is smeared by logarithmic finite-size effects. Here we follow the proposed method in Ref. [11] integral form [16] 
Here κ(T ) is a system size independent parameter, which is analytic in terms of temperature. It is expected that κ(T ) ≃ 1 + c(T KT − T ) for T < T KT . For each pair of system sizes, one can determine a curve for κ(T ). The data supports a transition of the KT type if κ(T ) obtained from different pairs of the system sizes collapse into a straight line around κ = 1. The transition temperature is then determined by κ(T KT ) = 1 and the superfluid density in thermodynamic limit can be determined by the equation 1/R + ln R = κ(T ).
In Fig. 4 we show the PSF density as a function of temperature for different system sizes for t = 0.045 and µ = −0.435. In the inset we show κ(T ) obtained from different pairs of system sizes. The data collapse and the smooth analytic behavior of κ(T ) confirm the KT nature of the transition, and the transition temperature is found to be T PSF KT ≃ 0.00283 (7) . The PSF density in thermodynamic limit with universal jump is plotted as solid line. Similar analysis were applied to the 2SF-normal fluid transition. By identifying T σ KT and T PSF KT at different t we find that in general T σ KT is much higher than the T PSF KT , as shown in Fig. 2 . They don't smoothly connect to each other as t is varied across the zero temperature PSS-2SF phase boundary.
In Fig. 2 we plot the finite temperature phase diagram on t−T plane for the cut at µ = −0.435. We find that the melting of PSS occurs in two distinct steps: the PSF is destroyed before the melting of the solid order occurs. We note that PSF and SF density disappear simultaneously while the solid order is still very strong above T PSF KT . This indicates that there is a direct PSS-Solid transition without an intermediate SS phase. We also observe that the finite-temperature solid-2SF transition is a direct first order transition without an intermediate region. The first order nature is expected due to the different symmetries in different phases.
Finally we study the melting of the sold phase. It is expected that at the critical temperature T c the solid melts via 2D Ising transition. To confirm the Ising nature of the transition we use the finite size scaling hypothesis for the structure factor S/N = L −2β/ν F ((T − T c )L 1/ν ). The Ising universality class can be checked via the data collapse for (S/N )L 2β/ν v.s. (T − T c )L 1/ν for various L with the Ising exponent β = 1/8 and ν = 1. In Fig. 5 we plot the re-scaled structure factor as as a function of the temperature, where the crossing point provides an estimation of the critical temperature T c . Data collapse is clearly observed if the temperature is also rescaled, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5 . The Ising nature of the transition is hence clearly confirmed.
SUMMARY
In summary we have studied the two-species BoseHubbard model with on-site intra-species (inter-species) repulsion (attraction) and nearest neighbor repulsion in a 2D square lattice. We obtain the ground state and finite temperature phase diagrams and firmly establish the existence of PSF and PSS phases within this model.
